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IS-IS, the Intermediate System to Intermediate System          protocol, has been used effectively as a routing protocol for many large-scale          networks, including service provider backbone, telephone system management,          and power equipment networks. Used in conjunction with the Border Gateway          Protocol (BGP), IS-IS offers Internet Service Providers and the administrators          of other large networks advanced flexibility and scalability. As a result,          the number of complex networks employing the IS-IS protocol has grown          tremendously.

 IS-IS: Deployment in IP Networks          is a hands-on guide for network engineers deploying, maintaining, and          building IS-IS networks. Based on both the best practices of current implementations          and the specifications of the protocol, IS-IS provides highly valuable          configuration examples using Cisco IOS Software combined with real-life,          expert descriptions, analysis, and advice. Readers will also find case          studies and operational theory about this powerful and popular routing          protocol.

Coverage includes:

	
    A historical perspective on OSI protocols and addressing            

    
	
    Neighbor discovery, relationships, and pseudonodes            

    
	
    Flooding mechanisms, timers, and tuner timing 

    
	
    The division of the routing domain 

    
	
    Hierarchical network design and IS-IS deployment            

    
	
    The interaction between IS-IS and MPLS 

    
	
    Protocol enhancements, including dynamic host names,              back door links, interaction with RPR, non-stop forwarding, and multitopology              routing

    


Examining the IS-IS protocol from its origins to the          most recent innovations, this book covers all of the protocol's pieces,          packets, deployment strategies, and issues. It is a valuable resource          for networking students preparing for the CCIE(R) (Cisco Certified Internetwork          Expert) exam.
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Lecturing Birds on Flying: Can Mathematical Theories Destroy the Financial Markets?John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Praise for Lecturing Birds On Flying
    "Finally, a book taking a critical look at quantitative finance models, illuminating both their flawed fantasy assumptions as well as the uncritical use of such models on Wall Street, in many cases, leading to billion dollar losses. Pablo Triana knows both the financial...
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OpenGL SuperBible: Comprehensive Tutorial and Reference (5th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2010

	OpenGL® SuperBible, Fifth Edition is the definitive programmer’s guide, tutorial, and reference for the world’s leading 3D API for real-time computer graphics, OpenGL 3.3. The best all-around introduction to OpenGL for developers at all levels of experience, it clearly explains both the API...
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Sprayed Concrete Lined Tunnels (Applied Geotechnics)Taylor & Francis, 2008
Practising engineers on site, in the design office or in client organizations will find this book an excellent introduction to the design and construction of sprayed concrete lined (SCL) tunnels. The complex behaviour of the early age behaviour of the sprayed concrete requires careful management. This book covers all aspects of SCL tunnelling -...
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The Networked Supply Chain: Applying Breakthrough BPM Technology to Meet Relentless Customer DemandsJ. Ross Publishing, Inc, 2003

	This cutting-edge book illustrates how to implement a new breakthrough BPM technology that makes the vision of

	the networked enterprise a reality. BPM is changing the competitive business landscape. This breakthrough

	technology provides businesses with the means to manage processes across systems, people, and organizations,

	providing...
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Eigenstructure Control Algorithms: Applications to aircraft/rotorcraft handling qualities design (Control, Robotics and Sensors)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2011

	
		Eigenstructure control involves modification of both the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a system using feedback. Based on this key concept, algorithms are derived for the design of control systems using controller structures such as state feedback, output feedback, observer-based dynamic feedback, implicit and explicit...
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Medical Simulation: International Symposium, ISMS 2004, Cambridge, MA, USA, June 17-18, 2004, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
This book contains the written contributions to the International Symposium on Medical Simulation (ISMS 2004) held in Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA on June 17–18, 2004.

The manuscripts are organized around five thematic sections relating to the multidisciplinary field of medical simulation: soft tissue properties and modeling,...
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